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Abstract 
Let (B, T) be an n string tangle, E(T) the exterior cl(B -- N(T)) and P the punctured sphere 
cl(aB - N(T)). The tangle (B, T) is called atomic if it does not contain a nonsplit tangle with 
k < n essentially. For a string s of T the surface T(s) = PU (E(T) nN( s)) is said to be obtained 
by performing a tubing operation on P along s. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
T(s) to be incompressible in E(T), when (B,T) is atomic. We show also that if a knot K is 
decomposed into two atomic tangles with no parallel pairs of strings, then every nontrivial Dehn 
surgery on K yields a laminar manifold. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
We work in the smooth category. All manifolds and surfaces are assumed orientable, 
and submanifolds are assumed to intersect transversely. 
Let K be a knot in the 3-sphere S3, and E(K) the exterior S3 - int N(K). A slope 
on the torus 8E(K) is an isotopy class of simple loops on aIS( Let y be a slope on 
aE(K), then a D.&n surgery on K along y is the operation which glues a solid torus V 
to E(K) by a homeomorphism from aV to aE(K) so that y bounds a meridian disc of 
V. We denote the obtained 3-manifold E(K) U V by K(y). 
A 3-manifold is Zuminar if it contains an “essential lamination”. See [2] for the def- 
inition of the essential lamination, which is not necessary in this paper. The essential 
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lamination is a generalization of the essential surface as well as the taut foliation. Gabai 
and Oertel showed in [2] that the universal covering of a laminar 3-manifold M is the 
Euclidean space Iw3. In [7] Wu showed that K(y) is laminar for an arbitrary nonmerid- 
ional slope y, if K is an arborescent knot and not a Montesinos knot of length at most 3. 
Hence these knots have property P and satisfy the cabling conjecture. Remember that 
every nonintegral Dehn surgery on a knot K yields a Haken manifold if K is a sum of 
two nonsplit tangles as shown in Theorem 2.0.3 in [I]. The main techniques used in [7] 
are decompositions of knots into two nonsplit 2 string tangles and tubing operations. We 
consider tangles with more strings in this paper. 
An n string arcbody is a pair (V, T) of a 3-manifold V with boundary and a set of 
properly embedded mutually disjoint arcs T = {tl , . . . , tn}. These arcs are called strings. 
An arcbody is said to be a tangle if the 3-manifold V is a ball. Let S be a subset of T. 
The exterior of S is the 3-manifold cl(V - N(U S)), which we refer to as E( V, S). 
We abbreviate E(V, S) to E(S) when V 1s a 3-ball. For every string s of S we take a 
meridian loop m(s) of s on aE(V, S). Let P = cl(dV - N(T)). For a string t of T 
the surface T(t) = P U (E(T) r? N(t)) is said to be obtained by performing a tubing 
operation on P along s. 
A tangle (B, T) of two or more strings is said to be split, if B contains a disc D 
disjoint from UT dividing B into two balls both of which contain at least one string. 
Note that the punctured sphere cl(dB - N(U T)) is compressible if and only if the tangle 
(B, T) is split. 
A tangle (B, T) is said to be toroidal if the exterior E(T) contains an incompressible 
torus which is not boundary parallel. Otherwise, (B, T) is aroroidul. 
Let (V, T) be an arcbody with T = {tl, . , tn}. We say a subset S = {tl, . . . , tk} of 
T is primitive in (V, T) if there is a set of mutually disjoint discs DI , . . . , DI, embedded 
in E(V, S) such that lao, n m(t,)/ = Sij for 1 6 i,j < k and that Di f’ tj = 0 for 
1 < i < k, k + 1 6 j < n, where Sij is Kronecker’s delta. A tangle (B, T) is said to be 
trivial if T is primitive in (B, T). 
Let (B, T) be a tangle with T = {tl, . . , tn}. We write ti + tj if the string ti is 
primitive in the arcbody (E(Q), T - tj). Note that ti + tj holds for every string tj 
other than ti when ti is primitive in (B, T). This relation -+ satisfies the transitive law 
(Lemma 4.3 in [4]). We write t, ++ tj if ti -+ tj and tj -+ ti hold simultaneously. When 
t, -+ tj, note that there is a disc D embedded in E( { ti , tj }) such that ) a D n m( ti) 1 = 1 
and that D f! tk = 8 for Ic # i nor j. Note that the disc a(N(D) U N(t,)) - aE(tj) 
compresses the punctured torus T (tj) in E(T) and gives the decomposition E( { ti, tj}) Z 
E( tj)lj(a solid torus), where h denotes the boundary connected sum. See Fig. 1. 
If we can SO take the above disc D of ti + tj that laD n m(tj)l = 1, then we say 
that the two strings ti and tj are parallel and write ti 11 tj. A standard cut and paste 
argument shows that this relation )I also satisfies the transitive law. Note that if ti 11 tj, 
then clearly t, H tj. 
When n > 2, an n string tangle (B, T) is said to be nonatomic if the ball B contains 
a 2-sphere S such that S r? (UT), S n E(T) is incompressible in E(T) and S bounds 
a k string tangle with k < n which is not a trivial 1 string tangle. A tangle is said to be 
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atomic if it is not nonatomic. Atomic tangles need not to be nonsplit, hence the trivial 
tangle is atomic, for example. 
Let (B, T) be an 72 string tangle. Let P be the punctured sphere cl(dB - N(T)). Let 
S be a subset of T. We denote the punctured sphere with tubes P U (E(T) n N(S)) 
by T(S). 
Theorem 1. Let (B, T) be an atomic n string tangle with n > 2 and T = {tl , t?, . . . , tn}. 
Then precisely one of (1) or (2) below holds. 
(1) T(ti) is incompressible in E(T) for some string ti. 
(2) For every string ti there is another string tj such that tj 4 ti. 
In addition, in case (2) the tangle (B, T) has a parallel pair of strings. More precisely, 
see Proposition 4.1. 
Moreovel; when n = 3 and the tangle (B, T) is nonsplit and atoroidal, for some 
string, say t3, the 1 string tangle (B, t3) is trivial, the other strings are parallel tl 11 t2 
in (B, T), and ti + t3 for i = 1 and 2. 
Remark. Suppose that (B, T) is a 3 string tangle of type (2) in Theorem 1. 
(i) Neither t3 -+ tl nor t3 -+ t2 hold. Otherwise, (B, T) would be a trivial tangle by 
Theorem 1 in [3], which contradicts the condition (B, T) is nonsplit. 
(ii) The exterior E(T) is homeomorphic to a handlebody of genus 3. 
The above theorem seems to be useful in light of the theorems below which are due 
to Wu essentially. See [7]. 
Theorem 2. Suppose a knot K c S3 is decomposed into two nonsplit n string tangles 
(B,T) and (C, U), where T = {tl,. . , tn} and U = (~1:. . :u,}. Suppose that T(t,) 
and T(uj) are incompressible in E(T) and E(U), respectively for some i and j. Then 
E(K) contains a persistent essential lamination A, that is, X remains essential in K(y) 
for all nonmeridional slopes y on aE(K). 
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Theorem 3. If a knot K c S3 is decomposed into two nonsplit 3 string tangles one of 
which is toroidal, then either (1) K is a (3, q)-cable knot and both tangles consist of 
three parallel knotted strings, or (2) K(y) is Haken for all nonmeridional slopes y on 
aE(K). 
For Theorem 2, construction of a branched surface Z is given in Appendix A. By 
Theorem 1 in [2], for finding an essential lamination, it is sufficient to find an essential 
branched surface. The proof of essentiality of the branched surface 2 is the very same 
as that of Theorem 2.3 in [7], and we omit it in this paper. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is also the same as that of Lemma 2.1 in [7], and we omit it 
also. 
Shimokawa applied these results to 2- or 3-string alternating tangles, and showed that 
every Dehn surgery on a knot K yields a laminar manifold if K is a sum of two such 
tangles. See [6]. 
2. ‘kbing operation and primitivity 
The main result in this section is the next proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. Let (B,T) b e an atomic n string tangle with n 3 2. If T(s) is com- 
pressible for an arc s of T, then there is another arc u of T such that u + s. 
Conversely, if there is an arc u of T such that 21 + s, then T(s) is compressible as 
shown in Fig. 1. Hence, by this proposition, precisely one of (1) or (2) of Theorem 1 
holds. 
Let (B, T) be a tangle. A surface F properly embedded in B transversely to UT is 
T-compressible if there is a T-compressing disc D, that is, D is embedded in B so that 
D n (UT) = 0, D n F = aD, and aD does not bound a disc disjoint from UT on F. 
Otherwise, F is said to be T-incompressible. Note that F n E(T) is incompressible in 
E(T) if and only if F is T-incompressible in (B, T). 
Lemma 2.2. Let (B, T) be an atomic n string tangle. Let S be a sphere in B transverse 
to U T. Let (C, U) be the k string tangle bounded by S. Suppose that k < n and the 
condition (*) below holds. 
(*) Each string of T contains no more than one string of U. Then (1) and (2) below 
hold. 
(1) The sphere S does not have T-compressing disc in B - int C. 
(2) The tangle (C, U) is trivial. 
Proof. The conclusion (1) is very clear by the condition (*). We take the maximal number 
of disjoint T-compressing discs of 5’ in the ball C such that no pair of discs are parallel 
in E(C, T). Union of these discs divide (C, U) into k trivial 1 string tangles and balls 
containing no strings, and hence (2) follows. Otherwise we obtain a nontrivial 1 string 
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tangle or a nonsplit tangle, and applying (1) of this lemma on the boundary sphere of 
this tangle, we see that (B, T) would be a nonatomic tangle. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let F be the torus obtained by performing a surgery on the 
sphere 8B along the cylinder N(s). The torus F is T-compressible in (B, T). Let D be 
a T-compressing disc. We perform a surgery on F along D. Then we obtain a sphere 
5’ intersecting IJ T and possibly a torus. Note that 5’ contains one or two copies of the 
disc D, which we call D’. Let (C, U) be the tangle bounded by S. This tangle is trivial 
by Lemma 2.2. Thus every arc u of (C, U) can be isotoped into the surface S - D’ in 
(C, U), hence into the torus F in (B, T). This implies that u + s. 0 
3. tl H t2 implies tl 11 t2 
Proposition 3.1. Let (B, T) be an atomic n string tangle, and S = { ~1, . . , sk} a subset 
of T. Suppose that s, c-) sj for every pair 1 < i, j ,< k, and that t ft si for any t E T-S 
and 1 < i 6 k. Then si 11 sj for every pair 1 < i, j < k. 
This proposition is very similar to the Main Theorem in [5]. But note that T - S may 
not be empty and that the tangle is atomic here. 
In the proof of this proposition, we use the following lemma which contains the fact 
that the relation -+ satisfies the transitive law. 
Lemma 3.2 ([4, Lemma 4.31). Let (V, T) be an n string arcbody. Let S, U be two 
subsets of T such that S c U. Suppose that a string t of T is primitive in the arcbody 
(E(V, U), T - U), and that U - S is primitive in the arcbody (E(V, S),T - S). Then t 
is also primitive in the arcbody (E( V, S), T - S). 
We prove Proposition 3.1 by induction on the number of the strings of S. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1 in case of IS/ = 2. First we consider the case where one of the 
two strings s1 and ~2, say SI is primitive in (B,T). Then s2 is also primitive in (B,T) 
by Lemma 3.2 because s2 + SI . Hence we have the conclusion s1 II ~2. 
We assume that neither SI nor s2 is primitive in (B, T). Let D, be a disc which 
shows s, 4 sj such that jaD, n m(t,)l IS minimal for {i, j} = { 1,2}. Note that 
aD, n m(tj) # 0 since s, is not primitive. Let M = E(B, {SI , ~2)). We take these discs 
transverse to each other. Note that the disc Di does not separate M since I Di n m( si) I = 1 
for i = 1,2. Let Mi be a manifold obtained by cutting M along the disc D,. Then hJz 
is homeomorphic to E(s3) for {i,j} = (1,2}. 
A standard cut and paste argument shows that we can isotope DI and D2, fixing the 
boundaries so that DI n 02 does not contain a simple closed curve. We will decrease 
the number of the intersection arcs by cut and paste arguments. 
Suppose that there is an outermost intersection arc p on D1 or D2, say on DI which cuts 
off an outermost disc RI such that (int RI) n 02 = 8 and ~RI n (m(sl) U 4~2)) = 0. 
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Then p cuts 02 into two discs R2 and R3 one of which, say RZ intersects m(s2). Then 
we take the disc 0; = RI U Rz, and after a small isotopy we have 1 D1 n 0; 1 < 1 D, n D2 1. 
Note that laDinm(sl)l 6 laD,nrn(sl)i and laDGnm(sz)j = laD2nm(s2)l = 1. We 
retake 02 to be 0;. 
Let ~1: be an outermost intersection arc on DI , which cuts off an outermost disc Q, such 
that (int QI) n DZ = 0 and aQi n m(st) = 0. Since I& E E(B, sl) is homeomorphic 
to a (possibly trivial) knot exterior, either (1) Qi can be isotoped into a disc, say Q, 
relative aQi on aM*, or (2) the 1 string tangle (B, si) is trivial and Q, is a meridian 
disc of the solid torus Mz. 
First we consider the case (1). Let X be the ball of parallelism between Qi and Q. The 
arc (Y divides the disc 02 into two discs Q2 and Qs one of which, say Q2 is contained 
in Q. Let Q4 = Q - Q2. 
Suppose that X contains a string t of T - S. Then t is primitive in (X, T n X) by 
Lemma 2.2 using the condition that (I?, T) is atomic. Hence we can isotope t into QJ- D2 
relative its endpoints. Since si + ~2, by Lemma 3.2 t is primitive in (E(s~), T - SZ), 
which implies t 4 s2 in (B,T), this contradicts the preliminary condition. Hence X 
does not contain a string. 
We consider the subcase where intQ4 does not contain a copy of D2. For {,i,j} = 
{ 1,2}, among the arcs of m(si) n Q4 there is no arc whose both endpoints are in aDj, 
which contradicts the minimality of the number Im(si) naDjI. Then the arcs m(si) nQ4 
connect aD, to aD2. We isotope D2 along X so that Q2 is isotoped onto Qi , then 
a small isotopy decrease the number of intersection curves of DI n D2. Note that the 
number]dDinm(sj)liskeptfori=1,2andj=1,2. 
We consider the subcase where int Q4 contains a copy Qs of D2. Then the arcs 
m(si) n Q4 connect aQs with aQ2 since m(sl) n &I = 0. If m(s2) n QZ # 0, then 
(m(sr) u m(4) n Q3 = 0, 
and the argument in the forth paragraph of this proof decreases the number of the inter- 
section arcs. Hence we can assume that m(s2) n Q2 = 8, and hence m(s2) n Q4 consists 
of an arc connecting dQ5 with aQt. Then lm(s2) n Q3] = Im(s2) n Qi I = 1. We take the 
disc 0; = (Dz - Q3) U Q 1, and after a small isotopy we have I DI n 0; I < ID, n 07.1. 
Note that IaD; n m(sj)i = laD2 n m(sj)] for j = 1,2. We retake 02 to be 0;. 
Secondly we consider the case (2) where the tangle (B, st ) is trivial and Qi is a 
meridian disc of the solid torus M2. Let Y be the ball obtained by cutting A42 along 
Qi. If Y contains a string t of T - S, then t is primitive in (Y, T n Y) by Lemma 2.2 
using the condition that (B, T) is atomic. Since si --f ~2, by Lemma 3.2 t is primitive 
in (Ed, T - sl), which implies t + s2 in (B, T). This contradicts the preliminary 
condition. Hence the ball Y does not contain a string and S = T. Now we use the 
following theorem. 
Theorem (Gordon [3, Theorem 11). Let (V, T) b e an n string arcbody. Suppose that 
E(V, S) is a handlebody or ball for every subset S of T, where S may be 0, T. Then T 
is primitive in (V, T). 
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Since (B, s 1) is trivial, E( s 1) is a handlebody. Then E(S) is also a handlebody because 
s2 + si. In addition, si + s2 and hence E(S) g E(sz)h(a solid torus). Then E(s2) 
is also a handlebody. Thus (B, T) is trivial by Gordon’s Theorem and we obtain the 
desired conclusion si I/ ~2. 
We repeat the above operations to retake 02 so that DI n 02 = 8. Since both DI 
and D2 are nonseparating disc in M, either (a) DI and 02 are parallel in M, or (b) the 
tangle (B, si) is trivial and D1 is a meridian disc of the solid torus iV2. In case (b), the 
argument for the case (2) above works, and we obtain the conclusion sr // ~2. In case (a), 
the similar argument as for the case (1) above works. That is, the discs DI U 02 cobound 
a ball Z in Ad, and aDl and aD2 cobound an annulus A = 2 n i3M on Phil. This ball 
Z contains no string of T - S as in the case (1). Then it is clear that m(tj) I-’ A consists 
of essential arcs on A by the minimality of laDi n m(tj) 1 where {i: J’} = { 1,2}. Noting 
that laDi n m(t,)\ = 1, this implies that both DI and 02 show tl /I t2 in (B:T). D 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. The proof of Proposition 3. I is almost the same as that of the 
main theorem in [5]. We show here the way to apply the arguments in that proof. 
First we consider the case where one of the strings of S, say SI is primitive in (B, T). 
Then si is also primitive in (B. T) by Lemma 3.2 because si 4 sr for every 1 < i 6 k. 
Hence we have the conclusion s2 ]I sJ for every pair 1 < i, j < k. 
Secondly we consider the case where (B, T) is a split tangle. Let D be a disc which 
splits (B, T). Then D divides the ball B into two balls Bi and B2 both of which contain 
a string. If one of the balls, say BI does not contain a string of S, then it is sufficient that 
we prove the proposition for the tangle (B2, T n B2). Hence we can assume that both 
two balls contain a string of S, say s, E Bi for i = 1 and 2. Let DI be the disc which 
show SI + ~2. Then by a standard cut and paste argument on DI and D we can easily 
see that si is primitive in (BI, T n Bl), hence in (B,T). Thus we have the conclusion 
by the argument of the first paragraph of this proof. 
Hence we can assume that (B, T) is a nonsplit tangle. We will show the proposition 
by induction on the number of strings of S. We assume that the proposition is correct 
for k - 1 or less strings. Then sr II s2 in the tangle (B, T - sk), and we take the disc of 
parallelism Q in E(T - sk). This disc Q may intersect the string sk. It is sufficient to 
show that we can retake Q to be disjoint from Sk. 
Let M be the exterior of strings E(B, T), F the boundary iJM, J the meridian loop 
m(sk) and y = m(lJ(T - {Sk})). Then the same arguments of the proof of the Main 
Theorem in [5] work. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
Proof of Theorem 1 in case of 3 string tangles. Let (B, T) be a nonsplit atoroidal 
atomic 3 string tangle. Suppose that T(ti) are compressible in E(T) for i = 1,2 and 3. 
Then for every string ti, there is a string tj such that tj + t, by Proposition 2.1. Hence 
we have two cases, noting that the relation + satisfies the transitive law. In case (I), 
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ti tf tj for all 1 < i, j < 3. In case (2), when we change the suffix numbers if necessary, 
tl c, t2, tl + t3 and t2 + t3 hold, but t3 --f tl and t3 -+ t2 do not hold. 
In both cases, we show first that (B, t3) is a trivial 1 string tangle. Suppose for a 
contradiction that the 1 string tangle (B, t3) is nontrivial. We take mutually disjoint discs 
which show tl --) t3 and t2 -+ t3, we compress the boundary aE(T) along these discs 
and after a small isotopy we obtain a torus U c (int E(T)) bounding a nontrivial knot 
exterior X homeomorphic to E(t3). Since C = E(T) - (int X) is a compressionbody 
and U c a-C, U is an essential torus in E(T). Thus (B, T) is toroidal, which is a 
contradiction. 
In case (I), Proposition 3.1 implies that all the strings are parallel in (B, 7’). Then 
(B, T) is the trivial 3 string tangle, hence it is split, which is a contradiction. 
In case (2), Proposition 3.1 implies that tl 11 t2, and we obtain the desired conclu- 
sion. 0 
Let (B, T) be an n string tangle with {t 1, . . . , tn}. We say strings ti and tj are in the 
same level if ti H tj in (B, T). A string ti is said to be in the higher level than tj if 
ti -+ tj and tj ft ti. The next proposition completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proposition 4.1. Let (B, T) be un atomic tangle (I?, T) satisfying condition (2) of The- 
oreml.LAS={sl,..., Sk} be a subset of T consisting of all the strings of one of the 
highest levels, Then ISI > 2 and every pair of the strings of S are parallel. 
Proof. Because of condition (2) of Theorem 1, ISI 3 2. Since the strings of S are in the 
same level, si H sj for all 1 < i, j < k. In addition, t ft si for every string t of T - S 
and 1 < i < k. Hence Proposition 3.1 implies that si 11 sj for all 1 < i,j < k. 0 
Appendix A. Essential lamination 
Proof of Theorem 2. We only give the construction of a branched surface 2. The proof 
of its essentiality in E(K) and in K(y) is the very same as that of Theorem 2.3 in [7], 
and we omit it in this paper. Then by Theorem 1 in [2], we obtain an essential lamination. 
We can assume without loss of generality that T(tl) is incompressible in E(T), and 
the arcs tl, ~1, t2, ~2, . . . , t,, u, appear in this order on the knot K. Let Ti be the annulus 
IV(&) n E(ti), and Ui the annulus N(u,) n E(ui). By the preliminary condition, T(uj) 
is incompressible in E(U) for some j. 
Let P be the punctured sphere cl(aB - N(T)). Let 2’ be the union of the punctured 
sphere P and the annulus aN(K) - int U,. Let c, be the loop T, n U,, and di the loop 
ui n T,+l, where i + 1 should be substituted for 1 if i = 7~ for exactness. These loops 
are branched curves of 2’ except for cJ and dj. We smooth 2’ near the curves cj and 
dj. We push P near the branched curves ci and di for i # j to smooth 2’ into int B 
and int C, respectively if i < j, and into int C and int B, respectively if i > j, that is, 
to the direction of the arc tl on the arc K - uj. Thus we obtain the desired branched 
surface 2. 0 
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Remark. The proof of essentiality of the branched surface becomes a little easier, if 
we add the annulus U, to the branched surface Z to obtain a new branched surface, 
say 2, so that two branch loci U, n 2 have the corresponding vertical boundary of the 
neighbourhood to be incident to the component of the complement of 2 containing the 
knot K. 
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